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Perception Affinity Map

Perception Affinity
The Perception Affinity is based on the interviews conducted in the
wild. These reveal the current perception of UMD students, based
on the three questions we asked them.

What do you think about the term “Technology and Information Design” ?

It seems to be

It looks like it is

It sounds like a

related to

related to data

CS major, but

communication

visualization and

somewhat more

and technology

and designing

creative

but not quite CS

information.

What kind of a person, would you think, would pursue this major?

Someone who is

Someone who is

analytical, who

looking to explore

wants to do

exploratory side

STEM or CS

of technology

What do you think are the job prospects of this major?

I think

I think

Technology and

Technology and

Info

Info

will lead to jobs

will lead to jobs

that focus on

that have human

technical aspects

centered focus

Design major

Design major
-

The goal of this activity was to uncover current students’
perceptions of the program as well as UX professionals, and to
understand what the term “Technology and Information Design”
represents for different people.

Perception Affinity Overview

Overview of the perception Affinity map
Technology and
InfoDesign is an
interdisciplinary major that
expands CS

These are the people that
would pursue this major

It seems to be related to
communication and
technology but not quite
CS

It looks like it is related to
data visualization and and
designing information.

It sounds like a CS major,
but somewhat more
creative

Someone who is
analytical, who wants to
do STEM or CS

Someone who is looking
to explore exploratory side
of technology

It is related to
communication

It involves designing
information

It involves creativity along
with CS.

Someone who is analytical
and interested in STEM

Someone who is creative
but interested in STEM

I don't understand this
major but it sounds tech
related

It is related to data
visualization

It is a compsci like major

Someone who is into
computer science

Someone who is looking
to combine

Technology and
Communication.

Technology and
InfoDesign majors lead to
STEM related careers in
big tech companies

I think Technology and
InfoDesign major will lead
to jobs that focus on
technical aspects

I think Technology and
InfoDesign major will lead
to jobs that have humancentered focus

This leads to jobs in
software development

Research related tech jobs

Data Science realted jobs

UX and design related
jobs

View the 

complete map
ON MIro

General Affinity

The General Affinity is based on the interviews conducted by us in
the iSchool. This set of interviews was to explore an iSchool
student’s experience while choosing or changing a major.

Info Sci seems a
major that would
help me achieve
my personal and
professional
goals

Majoring in
InfoSci would
open up more job
opportunities

I face issues after
pursuing Infosci

I consider the
negative
perceptions of
Infosci

Aspects of Infosci as a major

I want a
community that
fosters a
collaborative
environment and
provides
resources

I think that the
program has
resources that
are helpful

I find that not all
resources and
courses are
helpful

Department Resources of ischool

I think InfoSci
focuses on
relating data to
the human aspect
of the technology

I think infodesign
is an up and
coming
interdisciplinary
major

INfoSCI / INFODESIGN AS A NEW MAJOR

I find InfoSci to be
stress-free and
interesting

I check out
multiple majors
and organizations

I consider the
opinions of my
close ones while
choosing a major

Factors while choosing a major

I have a difficult
time as a CS
major

not considering a tough major

Perception Affinity Overview

PART 1

Overview of the General Affinity map

Positive and
negative aspects
that influence a
individual decision in
choosing InfoSci

Info Sci seems a major
that would help me
achieve my personal and
professional goals

Majoring in InfoSci would
open up more job
opportunities

I face issues after
pursuing Infosci

I consider the negative
perceptions of Infosci

I want a major that
teaches me new skills

It led me to a career in
tech

It took me additional effort
to excel as InfoSci major

At first, I was unclear of
the potential career
options

I want to finish my degree
on time

It offers me versatile
career options to pursue

I've suffered due to
stereotypes about InfoSci

I find InfoSci less codeheavy

I want a major which is
highly technical

It makes it easy for me to
find a job

It is tough to find a job
after InfoSci

InfoSci is not as lucrative
or prestigious as CS

I want a major that leads
me to specific career
goals

It qualifies me with skills
that match the job market

I gained more skills
through experience than
through my major

InfoSci is not well
respected

View the 

complete
map
ON MIro

PART 2

Overview of the General Affinity map

I think that
department/college
plays an important
role in making the
major successful

I perceive Info
Design as a rising
human focus
interdisciplinary
major

I want a community that
fosters a collaborative
environment and provides
resources

I think that the program
has resources that are
helpful

I find that not all resources
and courses are helpful

I think InfoSci focuses on
relating data to the human
aspect of the technology

I think infodesign is an up
and coming
interdisciplinary major

I want smaller classes
because they make the
environment more
collaborative

I think iSchool profs are
helpful

I think iSchool needs to
communicate technical
classes and major job
prospect clearly

I think majors in the
iSchool is human focused
and facing

I think info design is a
promising major

I want to market the
program using different
strategies

I find the Ischool's website
helpful

My reflection on choosing
a major is subjective on
my past experience

I think info science is a
broad major that is driven
by data

I think info design is
rooted in data,
visualization and design in
a tech based environment

I want the ischool
community to be helpful
to each other

I find the ischool's
advising to be helpful

I cannot find enough
information about InfoSci /
I don’t find the website
helpful

I think infodesign is for
empathetic and creative
students

I do not find my previous
major advisors were
helpful

I think InfoDesign is for
students who are still
confused about their
major and have a passion
to build something

I want to build more
resources for the Info
Design majors

View the 

complete
map
ON MIro

Overview of the General Affinity map

PART 3

I want my major to
be stimulating but
not overpowering

I have multiple
factors influencing
my choice of major

I find InfoSci to be stressfree and interesting

I have a difficult time as a
CS major

I check out multiple
majors and organizations

I consider the opinions of
my close ones while
choosing a major

I think student
organizations help me
choose a major

I value my friend's
experiences/opinions
while a choosing a major

The curriculum was a
deciding factor for me

I enjoy the broad scope of
InfoSci

I find Computer Science
major overwhelming

I have a conception of
InfoSci being easier than
CS

I explore different major
options

My family plays a part in
declaring my major

I felt supported by the
people involved in InfoSci

I like the flexibility due to
less rigorous coursework
of InfoSci

I do not find my the CS
major advisors were
helpful

I really struggle with
coding and math

I choose Info science
because of easy credit
transfers

My lifestyle improve after
choosing info science as a
major

The stress was too much
for me.

I find info science courses
interesting

View the 

complete
map
ON MIro

Personas

We created three different types of personas: two of them were
based off of the interviews we conducted with students and faculty,
and one was created based upon the findings from the data
collected from the in-the-wild study.
I think InfoDesign gives

students who are interested in
information and computing a
chance to build products that
are human focused

Wants

To work in collaborative environmen
To have a skillset ranging from creative to technica
To develop skillset in a focused are

Visionary Vivian

To have an deep understanding of users' need

19 year old Letters and Science
sophomore in Honors College
with a vision of finding a major
that fits her career ambitions.

To have a fulfilling job that checks all her boxes

To develop practical real world solution

I think Technology & Information
design is about deep understanding
of how people, organi z ation, and
machines wor k together. A nd to

Frustations
I want to identify an interdisciplinary major that is
specific to my need
I have lack of guidance and data because
technology & information design is a new majo

learn how to develop products
based on those understanding.

I feel there is low recognition of technology &
information design major among my peers.

Endgoal

Major Search Experiences

Declaring a major that fits all
of her criteria

Attending information & "Change of major" sessions

Task goal

hosted by different department
Going on the website to find information and

Getting advice and guidance from

advisors, friends, and family on top of
doing her own research

statistic
Talking to professors, alumni network, and friends in
the Honors Colleg

Experience goal
Connect with like-minded people who
have different backgrounds and values

with a vision of changing the world

Sociable

Creative

Analytical

Consulting her family on the different
interdisciplinary majors at UM
Writing a pro and con list and weighing her options

Proactive

Supportive

Passionate

Meet Social Simon

Overview of Personas

Wants

To have a financially viable career after completing
the degre
To have a variety of career options to choose fro
To keep an active social lifestyl
To learn in a collaborative environmen
To major in something which is less technical and
less coding-intensiv
To find a major that has a balance of design,
technology, and user need
To engage with people and their wants on a daily
basis

Social Simon

A computer science sophomore
looking to change his major
into Information Design to
reflect his serious passions in
collaboration and active social
lifestyle

Frustations

"I

think department to department
information is not shared very well
and so it is di fficult to learn about
other majors "

Endgoal

Switch to a major that is less
technical, and also
incorporates design which will
suit his skills and passions

Task
goal
Get all the important data about the

Asking roommates and friend
Attending the CS department advising sessio
Attending ischool department advising sessio
Participating in events like Makeathon organized by
UXTerp
Browsing through the department and major website.

Experi
e
nce
goal
To learn in a collaborative environment
that, which is comfortable, piques his
interest and plays on his strengths
Driven

I am not able to make time for friends and family
due to heavy CS course loa
I finds coding to be boring and quite intens
I feel high amount of competition rather than
supportiveness due to huge class siz
I will not be able to work in a highly technical job
positio
The information silo in advising makes it difficult
for me to learn about majors outside of my own
departmen
I have a hard time differentiating iSchool courses
and majors in terms of the intensity of technicality
because they are not defined

Major Search Experiences

course Technology and Information
Design required to decide on the major
and subsequently convince his parents.

Creative

A friend told me, " If you are
struggling in early CS then switch
into Info Design because it' s less
technical compared to CS but much
more collaborative and creative!"

Team
Player

Confident

Hard
Working

Passionate

Meet Analytical Adam

Overview of Personas

I ' m like an E ngineering person
that like to make things and
can do long projects to see
them through

Wants
To get a job in a big tech compan
To be a problem solve
To help analyze and produce strategies from data
insight

Analytical Adam

To get a job in data analytic
To learn a new coding language like R and Pytho

Adam is eager to apply the
skills he has learned in
Technology & Information
Design to get a good job and
make a lot of money working
in a big tech company

To design data visualizations effectively

Frustations
My major can be difficult at times as I want to
develop skills in area that I lac
I have way too many class projects that are time
consumin

I think my jobs are high
paying and in demand in big
tech companies

I feel the pressure to study hard to get a good job
and succeed professionall
I feel like sometimes I don't have enough time to
everything that I want to do

Info-design majors are
"computer driven"

Hobbies and Interests
Loves learning about latest technologie
Likes to watch all the latest superhero movie

InfoDesign majors do a lot of
"Software design and coding"

Data
Driven

Creative

Working long hours at his desk jo
Passionate about data visualization

Analytical

Communi
cator

Coder

Workaholic

Adam was termed as the “perception persona”, which represented the perceptions that people
who were not affiliated with the iSchool held of a person who may want to enroll in the
Information Design program. Interestingly, the two sets of personas turned out to be starkly
different from one another, and we determined that an actual student pursuing this major would
realistically fall somewhere between these two sets.

Relationship Model

Relationship Model

Through the various interviews we conducted with the current
iSchool students, we determined that prospective students’
decision to enroll in a major was influenced by other people.These
insights led us to employ a Relationship model, so as to explore
the many ways as well as the degree to which different key people/
groups of people influenced the decision of prospective students to
commit to an iSchool program.

Me
Most 

influential

Very 

influential
Somewhat 

influential

Most Influential

Most Influential
iSchool Advisors
Our communication supports my
transition to an iSchool major

Close Friends
We spend a lot of time together, so
we discuss everything

Department Advisor
They're the first person I reach out
to, when I need academic advice

Family
We're family, so their approval
matters to me

View the model 

in detail
ON MIro

Very Influential

Very Influential
ISchool Students
Our interactions help me determine
if iSchool is the place for me

ISchool Professors
The quality of our engagement is
crucial to deciding my major

ISchool Marketing Team
I frequently visit the iSchool
website for information, and they
are the people who manage the
content

Student-led Groups
As an outsider, their events expose
me to iSchool's offerings

View the model 

in detail
ON MIro

Somewhat Influential

Somewhat Influential
Other UMD Students
Their perception of a major affects
my perception

UMD Alumni
We may not interact directly, but
their network and success stories
matter to me

This helped us determine the most influential people for prospective
students, which in turn led us to consider these people (in addition to
our personas) while designing our conceptual models. We determined
that in order to fully convince prospective students to commit to an
iSchool program, we would also need to take measures to convey the
identity of the program and market it effectively to the most influential
key groups of people, which were determined through this relationship
model.

View the model 

in detail
ON MIro

Branding

Branding
Values
Fully leverage technology and
information to solve real world
problems and foster a culture of trust
and respect.

Target Market
Any and all students interested in
working with information, technology
or design. They will graduate with a
variety of skills and have job
prospects anywhere from UX
Designers to Tech consultants.

Vision

Purpose
Frame important problems at the
intersection of people and
informatio
To design solutions for these
problem
To realize, deploy and iterate on
their solutions.

USP
Our proposition is to market the
program to creative individuals with an
affinity for collaborative culture: a major
where you feel constantly supported
and at ease, while you do what you
love and constantly grow.

The major will teach students the
importance of developing a deep
understanding of people, places and
communities and understanding the
dynamics of people, information and
technology at the micro, meso and
macro scales.

Typography

Typography

and Color

Logomark

Logomark

Mark Usage

16px

24px

16px

24px

Mark Usage

16px

24px

24px

16px

Mark Usage
Marketing Material

Always use the College of Information Studies
logo with the infodesign logo, preferable left and
right, respectively.

Marketing Material

Marketing Samples

Read the guide
ON FIGMA

Fin.

A lot of our work in detail is on miro and figma. They are linked on
respective pages, and in here. Please reach out for any more
questions!

View the boards
ON MIro

View the designs
ON FIGMA

